
presents forthcoming titles for:

May 2018
Key Titles –

Sourcebooks Fire
9781492691693
Pub Date: 5/21/19

$11.99 ● Paper
Ages 15-18

Kingsbane: International Edition
Claire Legrand

The #1 LibraryReads Pick author of 

Furyborn is back with the second book in 

the epic New York Times bestselling 

Empirium Trilogy!

BOOK 1: Furyborn ISBN 9781492675327 9781542043687
Skyscape Pub 

Date: 5/7/19

$9.99 ● TP
Ages 12-14

The Rule of Many
Ashley Saunders, Leslie Saunders

Born to a death sentence in a near-future 

America, rebellious sisters herald a 

revolution—if they can survive.

Twins Ava and Mira Goodwin defy the Rule of One 

simply by existing. The single-child law, ruthlessly 

enforced by Texas’s Governor Roth, has made the 

sisters famous fugitives and inspirations for the 

resurgent rebellion known as the Common.

But the relentless governor and his implacable 

Texas State Guard threaten that fragile hope, as 

Roth consolidates his power in a bid for ultimate 

authority.

’

9781641701297
Familius

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.99 ● Board Book
Ages 5-6

8.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Let's Make Yoga Magic

Heather Leah, Sandie Sonke

Make yoga magic with the most beautiful and 

interactive kids yoga book out there! Pull the 

levers, turn the wheels, and watch as 13 

adorable children come to life to act out yoga 

poses. A perfect tool for instructing and inspiring 

little yogis of all ages.
9781492691372
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$10.99 ● HC
Ages 5-6

Bienvenido chiquito

Sandra Magsamen

¡Celebra la llegada de tu chiquito al mundo!

Welcome your little one to the world!

9781542044288
Two Lions

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$17.99 ● HC

Ages 6-7

We Are Not Friends

Anna Kang, Christopher Weyant

Two fuzzy friends are having a fun playdate when 

a new pal hops in. As the day continues, each 

friend feels left out at times. It isn’t so easy to 

figure out how to act when everything seems to 

change. With humor and heart, the beloved 

characters from Theodor Seuss Geisel Award

winner You Are (Not) Small navigate a friendship 

triangle as only they can.

9781492672647
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$17.99 ● HC

Ages 6-7

Isabella: Artist Extraordinaire

Jennifer Fosberry, Mike Litwin

The purple-haired star of the New York 

Times bestselling picture book series is 

back, and her imagination is turning her 

life into a wondrous work of art!
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9781492667834
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$10.99 ● HC
Ages 6-7

Why a Daughter Needs a Dad

Gregory Lang, Susanna Leonard Hill

Based on Gregory Lang’s New York Times

bestseller, this heartfelt picture book is the 

perfect way for a dad and daughter to 

express how deep and special their bond is

9781643707617
Real MVP Kids

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$4.99 ● Paperback
Ages 6-7

By interacting with children of various 

differences in background, ethnicity, ability, 

and needs, the MVP Kids learn that differences 

aren't scary.

Young readers will learn to find common ground 

and build strong friendships in which differences 

can be celebrated.

We're More Alike Than Different: 
Celebrate! Diversity

Sophia Day, et al.

Join the MVP Kids as they learn to be 

confident in who they are while respecting the 

uniqueness of others.

’

9781641701273
Familius

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$12.99 ● TP

Ages 8-9

Harriet's Monster Diary: 

Awfully Anxious (But I Squish It, Big Time)

Raun Melmed, S.E. Abramson, Arief Kriembonga

Using the “furmometer” and “ST4” techniques 

developed by Dr. Raun Melmed of the Melmed 

Center in Arizona, Harriet's Monster Diary 

teaches kids how to monitor how they feel and 

respond to stressful situations.

9781492671558
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$14.99 ● TP
Ages 9-11

50 Adventures to Have before You 
Turn 14

Pierdomenico Baccalario, Tommaso Percivale,

Antongionata Ferrari, Sara Hauber

It’s never too early to start a bucket list! 

Embark on exciting adventures with this 

journal full of activities to do—all before 

you turn fourteen!

9781492691532
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$7.99 ● TP

Ages 9-11

Frederik Sandwich and the Mayor Who 

Lost Her Marbles

Kevin John Scott

In the second book of this delightfully 

weird, charming series, Frederik must 

defeat his town’s mad mayor

Fiction

9781542042369
Lake Union 

Publishing

Pub Date: 5/21/19

$14.95 ● TP

Have You Seen Luis Velez?

Catherine Ryan Hyde

From New York Times bestselling author 

Catherine Ryan Hyde comes a moving novel 

about two strangers who find that kindness 

is a powerful antidote to fear.

Raymond Jaffe feels like he doesn’t belong. Not 

with his mother’s new family. Not as a weekend 

guest with his father and his father’s wife. Not at 

school, where he’s an outcast. After his best 

friend moves away, Raymond has only two real 

connections: to the feral cat he’s tamed and to a 

blind ninety-two-year-old woman in his building 

who’s introduced herself with a curious question: 

Have you seen Luis Velez?
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9781542043496
Lake Union Publishing

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Psychological

The Shadow Writer

Eliza Maxwell

Every writer has a story. Some are deadlier 

than others.

Aspiring author Graye Templeton will do anything to

escape the horrific childhood crime that haunts her. 

After a life lived in shadows, she’s accepted a new job 

as protégé to Laura West, influential book blogger and 

wife of an acclaimed novelist. Laura’s connections could 

make Graye’s publishing dreams a reality. But there’s 

more to Laura than meets the eye.



9781542042215
AmazonCrossing

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Crime

Counterfeit

Guillermo Valcárcel, Kit Maude

Rare antiquities, forgery, betrayal, and 

murder. It’s all part of the game.

Antique salvager, counterfeiter, and former art 

forger Jota knows his newest commission pays 

suspiciously well, but it’s too easy to turn down. 

All he has to do is find an old clock that 

apparently has disappeared after being sold in

the auction of a bankrupt estate. In Madrid’s El 

Rastro market, where whisper networks of 

shady and ambitious hustlers promise generous 

rewards for minimal favors, what sounds too 

good to be true usually is, but the last thing Jota 

is expecting to uncover is his own past.

Fiction

9781464211690
Poisoned Pen Press

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$12.95 ● TP

Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Traditional
8 in H | 5.3 in W

Death in Captivity

Michael Gilbert, Martin Edwards

A suspected informer is found dead in a collapsed 
escape tunnel in a prisoner-of-war camp in Italy. 
So as to protect the tunnel the prisoners decide 
to move the body. But then the fascist captors 
declare the death to be murder and determine to 
execute the officer they suspect. It therefore 
becomes a race against time to find the true 
culprit. 

9781912666294
Urbane Publications

Pub Date: 5/9/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Thrillers / Espionage

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W

White Gold

David Barker

Sim Atkins, Overseas Division agent, returns to 

Earth, having saved the Moon base in Rose Gold. 

All Sim can think about is finding the terrorists 

responsible, but he has a new threat to face 

when a nuclear warhead is stolen.

9781542040457
Lake Union Publishing

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Thrillers / 
Suspense

Tell No One: A Novel

Barbara Taylor Sissel

Their desperate secret. Her desperate 

search. A shattering truth exposed.

Caroline Corbett wants nothing to do with her 

father, Hoff, a man who abandoned her as a 

young girl and then vanished from her life almost 

thirty years ago. But when her beloved aunt 

expresses a dying wish to see him once more, 

Caroline, despite her failing marriage and other

personal troubles, drops everything to look for 

him.

9781503903272
Lake Union Publishing

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Thrillers / 

Suspense

The Orchid Sister

Anne D. LeClaire

From the bestselling author of The Halo Effect

comes a heart-racing novel of love, suspense, 

and the unbreakable bond between sisters.

The people you love are taken from you. That’s 

what Maddie DiMarco learned when she survived 

the plane crash that killed her parents. Fifteen 

years later, the scars remain. And the ones no can 

see are hardest to heal. Since the accident, 

Maddie’s avoided the unpredictable and uncaring 

outside world, including any relationships—except 

for the one with her devoted older sister, Kat, who 

has always been there for her.

9781503959200
Thomas & Mercer

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$15.95 ● TP
Fiction / Mystery & 
Detective / Police 
Procedural

Next Girl to Die

Dea Poirier

Solving the case will avenge her sister—

unless the killer finds her first.

It’s been fifteen years since Claire Calderwood’s 

sister, Rachel, was brutally murdered in their 

small hometown in Maine. Claire has finally 

carved out a life for herself as a homicide 

detective in Detroit, but the past comes calling

when the local police back home ask for her help 

with a murder eerily similar to Rachel’s.

9781542005128
Montlake Romance

Pub Date: 5/28/19

$12.95 ● TP

Fiction / Romance / 

Contemporary 

Runaway Heir

Ruth Cardello

When a woman runs from family, fortune, 

and secrets, love follows in New York Times 

bestselling author Ruth Cardello’s dazzling 

romance.

The Boston Westerlys are reuniting for a 

wedding—a longtime wish for its matriarch. If 

only Nicolette, the youngest of the clan’s 

siblings, could find love. With her true parentage 

suddenly in question, she feels like more of an 

outsider than ever. 
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9781492661962
Sourcebooks Casablanca

Pub Date: 5/28/19

$7.99 ● Mass Market
Fiction / Romance / Contemporary

6.9 in H | 4.2 in W

Spitfire in Love

Isabelle Ronin

The beloved spinoff of Chasing Red, the

international phenomenon with over 200 

million reads on Wattpad



Fiction

9781542091541
Montlake Romance

Pub Date: 5/21/19

$12.95 ● TP
Fiction / Romance / 
Suspense

The Dark Bones

Loreth Anne White

She’s come back to solve the mystery of her

father’s death and confront her own dark 

past.

When Detective Rebecca North left her rural 

hometown, she vowed never to return. Her father’s 

apparent suicide has changed that. The official 

report is that retired cop Noah North shot himself, 

knocked over a lantern, and set his isolated cabin 

ablaze. But Rebecca cannot believe he killed 

himself.

9781503903265
47North 

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Science 

Fiction / Time Travel

One Word Kill

Mark Lawrence

Ready Player One meets Stranger Things 

in this new novel by the bestselling author 

who George RR Martin describes as “an 

excellent writer.”

In January 1986, fifteen-year-old boy-genius

Nick Hayes discovers he’s dying. And it isn’t

even the strangest thing to happen to him that

week.

9781944452940
Future House 

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Science Fiction / 
Action & Adventure
9 in H | 6 in W

Kestrel Run

J.T. Soto

For fans of Han Solo, Guardians of the 

Galaxy, and Firefly comes a riveting 

smuggler’s tale to pay off his prized ship 

(and hopefully not screw up the galaxy in 

the process)

The Iridium Fox is the shiniest ship a good 

captain could hope for. At least, that’s the way 

Phaser Madsen—master smuggler and occasional 

criminal—sees it. If only he could pay her off. 

Then she’d really be his. Trouble is, each job

seems to drive him and his crew deeper into 

debt.

Nonfiction

9781503904149
Little A

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.95 ● TP
Biography &
Autobiography

A Well-Read Woman: 

The Life, Loves, and Legacy of Ruth Rappaport

Kate Stewart

The inspiring true story of an indomitable

librarian’s journey from Nazi Germany to 

Seattle to Vietnam—all for the love of books.

Growing up under Fascist censorship in Nazi Germany,

Ruth Rappaport absorbed a forbidden community of 

ideas in banned books. After fleeing her home in 

Leipzig at fifteen and losing both parents to the 

Holocaust, Ruth drifted between vocations, 

relationships, and countries, searching for belonging 

and purpose. When she found her calling in 

librarianship, Ruth became not only a witness to

history but an agent for change as well.

9781770414495
ECW Press Pub 

Date: 5/21/19

$26.95 ● HC
with dust jacket

Biography &
Autobiography

A Forgotten Hero: 

Folke Bernadotte, the Swedish Humanitarian 

Who Rescued 30,000 People from the Nazis

Shelley Emling

The true story of Folke Bernadotte’s heroic rescue

of 30,000 prisoners during WWII

In one of the most amazing rescues of WWII, the

Swedish head of the Red Cross rescued more than

30,000 people from concentration camps in the last 

three months of the war. Folke Bernadotte did so by 

negotiating with the enemy — shaking hands with 

Heinrich Himmler, the head of the Gestapo. Time was of 

the essence, as Hitler had ordered the destruction of all 

camps and everyone in them.

9781770414815
ECW Press

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$18.95 ● TP 

Biography & Autobiography

Final Fire: A Memoir

Michael Mitchell

See the world through a photographer's 
eyes.

Final Fire is a companion piece to Mitchell's much-

praised 2004 memoir, The Molly Fire, a finalist for 

both the Writers' Trust Drainie-Taylor Biography 

Prize and the Governor General's Award for Non-

fiction, and a Globe and Mail Best Book of the 

Year.

9781999439507
Sutherland House

Pub Date: 5/30/19

$29.95 ● HC
Biography & Autobiography

George Orwell: A Life

Bernard Crick

A sublime essayist and author of the masterful 

political novels 1984 and Animal Farm, George 

Orwell is at least as relevant in the age of Trump 

and Brexit as he was in his own short lifetime 

(1903-1950). Both of his classic novels have 

been hot sellers over the past two years and his 

name is conjured daily on newscasts and opinion

pages as pundits try to make sense of the 

strange political moment in which we live.
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9781542044615
47North

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$14.95 ● TP

Fiction / Thrillers / 

Technological

Breach

Eliot Peper

A hacker is drawn out of hiding and into 

an epic geopolitical showdown in the 

frighteningly plausible conclusion to Eliot 

Peper’s critically acclaimed Analog 

Series.

When you’ve betrayed your revolutionary 

cadre, an off-grid fight club on a remote 

tropical island is a good place to hide—or die.



Nonfiction
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9781423640127
Gibbs Smith

Pub Date: 5/21/19

$25.99 ● HC
Business & Economics

9 in H | 6 in W

Building Value to Last: 
Transitioning from Flying J to FJ Management

Crystal Maggelet, Sarah Francom

Discover the inspiring story of how Crystal 

Maggelet unexpectedly ended up as CEO of her 

father’s company, guiding Flying J back from 

bankruptcy and on to great success—all during the 

throes of the Great Recession of the late 2000s. 

Through it all, Crystal succeeded by maintaining 

the core philosophy handed down through

generations of the Call family—the importance of 

building value that will last.

9781423651376
Gibbs Smith

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$35.00 ● HC POB
House & Home

Contemporary Cottages

Molly Hyde English, Ryan Garvin

Contemporary Cottages updates beach and 

mountain cottages with fresh, modern 

appointments, magical entryways, updated and 

repurposed rooms, open ceilings, custom floor 

plans and unique lighting—all without disturbing 

the timeless charm and scale that defines a

cottage.

9781912666140
Urbane Publications

Pub Date: 5/16/19

$29.95 ● HC
Transportation

9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

Airbus: 

The first 50 years

Nicola Clark

Nicola Clark's unique and comprehensive 
history of the first 50 years of Airbus offers 
not simply a celebration of an innovative and 
successful company, but a valuable insight 
into the creation, development, and success 
of a world-leading aviation innovator. 9781492693598

Sourcebooks

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$14.99 ● TP
Health & Fitness

8 in H | 5.8 in W

Awaiting You: 

A Pregnancy Journal

Katie Clemons

A precious journal for the expecting 

mother yearning to celebrate the joy she’s 

discovering as her heart expands and belly 

grows

9781618218735
Prufrock Press

Pub Date: 7/1/19

$18.95 ● TP
Family & Relationships
9 in H | 6 in W

The Caring Child: 

Raising Empathetic and Emotionally 

Intelligent Children

Christine Fonseca

The essential resource for developing your 

child’s empathy and emotional intelligence

This book pulls together the latest research from 

positive psychology to provide parents specific tools 

to help their children develop healthy empathy and 

emotional intelligence. With specific strategies to 

address diverse populations and LGBTQ youth, "The 

Caring Child" is the must-read resource for anyone 

dedicated to cultivating a more compassionate 

world.

9781621061397
Microcosm Publishing

Pub Date: 5/10/19

$9.95 ● TP
Self-Help

7 in H | 5 in W

Coping Skills: 

Tools & Techniques for Every Stressful Situation

PhD Harper, LPC-S ACS CAN

You know those days when you just can't even? When 
everything is haywire and everyone, including 
yourself, seems to be against you, not to mention 
against reason? Your to-do list is a mile long, your kid 
is sick, traffic sucks, and you just spilled coffee all 
over yourself as you were about to walk out the door? 
How do you cope? Most of us don't have great coping 
skills, and turn instead to addictions, zoning out, or 
freaking out. Dr. Faith, author of the bestselling 
Unfuck Your Brain, offers a range of healthier 
strategies for getting through tough moments, gaining 
perspective, and shifting your attitude.

9781683641698
Sounds True

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$22.95 ● HC
Self-Help
9 in H | 6 in W

Radical Responsibility:

How to Move Beyond Blame, Fearlessly Live Your 

Highest Purpose, and Become an Unstoppable 

Force for Good

Fleet Maull, Daniel J. Siegel

An Invitation to Discover Personal Freedom,

Authentic Relationships, and Limitless 

Possibility

Before he was a revered meditation teacher, Fleet 

Maull served 14 years in prison for drug trafficking. 

And during that time, he embarked on a path of 

transformation and service that today has helped tens 

of thousands—from inmates to hospice patients to top-

level business leaders. With Radical Responsibility, he 

invites us to experience for ourselves the life-changing 

journey from victim to co-creator.

9781683642503
Sounds True Pub 

Date: 5/28/19

$17.95 ● Paperback
Self-Help
9 in H | 6 in W

The Wisdom of Anxiety: 

How Worry and Intrusive Thoughts 

Are Gifts to Help You Heal

Sheryl Paul

According to the Anxiety and Depression Association 

of America, as many as 40 million adults in the US 

suffer from some kind of anxiety disorder—and it's a 

growing issue for kids as well. For anyone troubled 

by obsessive thoughts, insomnia, and other 

manifestations of anxiety, counselor Sheryl Paul 

offers a shelter in the storm. In The Wisdom of 

Anxiety, Paul reveals that anxiety, like any emotion, 

is a signal—a clear bodily invitation to heal and

renew your trust in your choices, self-image, and 

core values.



Nonfiction
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9781492675259
Simple Truths

Pub Date: 5/1/19

$15.99 ● HC
Self-Help

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W

Your Best Is Next: 
How to Live Your Fullest Life During Your 

"Gun Lap"

Ira Blumenthal

Seize every day like it’s the your gun lap!

Using the "gun lap" as a signal to get our lives in 
gear, we are freed of all limitations, but 
especially those we put on ourselves due to age, 
lack of time, and perceived lack of talent. Your 
Best is Next encourages readers to adopt an "it 
is never too late" strategy in order to learn new 
skills or follow a new passion—giving real-life 
examples and action strategies.

9781770414822
ECW Press

Pub Date: 5/14/19

$19.95 ● TP
Music

9 in H | 7 in W

Listen Up!:
Recording Music with Bob Dylan, Neil

Young, U2, R.E.M., The Tragically Hip, Red 

Hot Chili Peppers, Tom Waits...

Mark Howard, Chris Howard

An album-by-album account of working with 

iconic artists such as Anthony Kiedis, 

Michael Stipe, Gord Downie, and Bono, from 

a leader in the field.

Mark Howard, a record roducer/engineer/mixer 

and a trailblazer in the industry, will take you 

through the star-studded world of recording 

and producing Grammy Award–winning artists. 

Listen Up! is an essential read for anyone 

interested in music and its making. 

9781621065210
Microcosm Publishing

Pub Date: 5/10/19

$14.95 ● TP
Music

7 in H | 5 in W

No Apocalypse: 

Punk, Politics, and the Great American 

Weirdness

Al Burian

9781770414693
ECW Press

Pub Date: 5/7/19

$16.95 ● TP

Music
9 in H | 6 in W

The Never-Ending Present: 
The Story of Gord Downie and the 

Tragically Hip

Michael Barclay

The long-awaited, first-ever print biography 

of "Canada’s band" — now in paperback.

"A clever, touching, and very informative 

book that may well be the definitive work on 

an important piece of Canadian pop 

culture." — Publishers Weekly, starred 

review

In the summer of 2016, more than a third of 

Canadians tuned in to watch the Tragically Hip's 

final performance. Partially because Gord

Downie's terminal brain cancer made the event 

much bigger than merely a musical occasion. 

But also because these five men were always 

more than just a chart-topping band. They 

defined a generation of Canadian rock music. 

They were a tabula rasa onto which fans could 

project their own ideas: of performance, of 

poetry, of history, of Canada itself.

No Apocalypse presents the best of Al 
Burian's writings on punk and politics, 
collected in book form for the first time.

For a complete list of GPS May titles, please see the
GPS May 2019 - Order Form

CALENDARS & PLANNERS ON NEXT 
TWO PAGES!!!



Celebrate the Seasons Illustrated Desk Pad

18-Month Deluxe Desk Pad Calendar
• silver foil on every page

• tear-off pages on premium uncoated stock

9781531907198

$17.99
18.75" W x 13.75" H

Mindfulness Deluxe Desk Pad

18-Month Deluxe Desk Pad Calendar
• silver foil on every page
• tear-off pages on premium uncoated stock

9781531907204

$17.99
18.75" W x 13.75" H

Dinara's Floral in Gold

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner

• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907075

$14.99

208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Ethereal Jungle

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907112

$14.99
208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Fresh & Colorful Sunset
Magic

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907099

$14.99
208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Garden Bee Wildflowers 

in Gold

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907129

$14.99

208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Mindfulness Sea Smoke 

in Silver

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907105

$14.99
208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Mint Geometric in Gold

18-Month Weekly Softback 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907082

$14.99
208 pages

5.75 x 7.75”

Dinara's Red Floral in Gold

18-Month Weekly Hardcover 
Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• hidden ¾” spiral binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907037

$24.99
256 pages
7" W x 8.5"

Fresh & Colorful

Spring Shower

18-Month Weekly 
Hardcover Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• hidden ¾” spiral 

binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907051

$24.99
7" W x 8.5"

Garden Honeybee

Floral in Gold

18-Month Weekly 
Hardcover Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• hidden ¾” spiral 

binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907211

$24.99
7" W x 8.5"

Mindfulness Morning

Dew

18-Month Weekly 
Hardcover Planner 
• ribbon placeholder
• hidden ¾” spiral 

binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907068

$24.99
7" W x 8.5"
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Dinara's Wildflowers in

Gold

18-Month Weekly Deluxe 
Hardcover Planner 
• color-coded sticker sheet
• elastic closure
• wire-O binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907136

$26.99

8.25 x 10”

Fresh & Colorful

Stargazing

18-Month Weekly Deluxe 
Hardcover Planner 

• color-coded sticker 
sheet

• elastic closure
• wire-O binding
• foil-embellished cover

9781531907150

$26.99

8.25 x 10”

2020 Carpe F*cking
Diem Planner

17-Month Planner
• contains stickers
• elastic closure
• wire binding

9781492688525

$16.99
224 pages

8.4 in H | 6 in W

2020 Amy Knapp's The

Very Busy Planner: August 

2019-December 2020

17-Month Planner

• contains stickers

• wire binding

9781492678526

$14.99
224 pages

8.4 in H | 6 in W

2020 Amy Knapp's Family 

Organizer: August 2019-

December 2020

17-Month Planner

• contains stickers

• wire binding

9781492678519

$14.99
208 pages

8.4 in H | 6 in W

2020 Amy Knapp's Christian 

Family Organizer: August

2019-December 2020

17-Month Planner

• contains stickers

• wire binding

9781492678502

$14.99
208 pages

8.4 in H | 6 in W

Floral Typography by Jill 

De Haan

16-Month Designer Wall 

Calendar
• Copper colored wire-O 
binding with hanger
• Foil-embellished cover

9781531907181

$18.99

11 x 15”

The Artwork of Dinara

Mirtalipova

16-Month Designer Wall 

Calendar
• Copper colored wire-O 
binding with hanger
• Foil-embellished cover

9781531907167

$18.99

11 x 15”

What We See in the Stars, 

by Kelsey Oseid

16-Month Designer Wall 

Calendar
• Copper colored wire-O 
binding with hanger
• Foil-embellished cover

9781531907174

$18.99

11 x 15”

A F*cking 2020 Calendar: 

Get Your Sh*t Together This

Year

• contains stickers

9781492678489

$14.99
24 pages

Wall Calendar

12 in H | 12 in W

2020 Amy Knapp's Big Grid 

Family Organizer Wall 

Calendar: August 2019-

December 2020

17-Month Wall Calendar

9781492678496

$14.99
40 pages

11 in H | 15 in W
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